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By BURT FOLKINS Members of the committee felt 
that it was time “to clean up out govern socials except when more an area within the residence for 

than 200 guests are involved. these students, but they may 
The final classification is house attend pubs, socials and lounges 

lounges, now known as house bars, but should not indulge in drink of 
The definition of house lounges is alcohol beverages, he said 
that they are private and shall be McConnell Hall is no longer 
considered as part of the students being used for pub purposes except 
home. No money shall exchange for the Winter Carnival because 
hands. A member must act as a there’s a shortage of washroom 
host who acqinres the alcoholic facilities. As a result of this more 
beverages and be present when it pubs must be held in the residences 
is consumed. It is recommended and this creates problems for these 
that members devise an appro- students who do not drink, 
priate method for keeping track of 
consumption.

Looking for a good drunk during act", 
the week? If you are, the chance is Thus, the NBLCC applied 
that you will not find it in pressure on the university to 
residences on this campus for the conform to the rules and régula 
remainder of the year. tions regarding liquor on campus.

Up to now there has been
Dean of Students Barry Thomp- problem of “bootlegging" in the 

son said week there will be a residences, 
number of new rules imposed on Included in the report is the 
residences on campus, at the definition of what pubs, socials and 
choice of a large number of house lounges are meant to be. The

report classified residence pubs as 
two types - general and restricted.

A general pub means the event is
Life in Residence prepared by open to all UNB students by . . .
Dean Thompson, Dean Kidd, Dean general invitation and that a form re" Presei)ted a report on
Chernoff and Professor Windsor at of entertainment is provided. ,Î" u , , .,e s.Pecial committee on 
a November 26, 1975 meeting Campus police must be used ™.coho L,fe m Resi<*ence- Dean 
implied as much. Restricted pubs are those limited T,”mpson and the comm»ttee met

by invitation to a certain part of the „ th representatives from the New 
The report was accepted by the university community such as one Bl!un.sw,ck L,<Iuor Control Corn- 

board of dons of the mens residence inviting another resi- mlsslon to discuss liquor on 
residence system December 3. The dence to a pub campus. The committee was
contents of this report will bring Rules which will govern future form.ed as a result of complaints,
residences in line with requests of residence pubs are- received from local tavern owners,
the former New Brunswick Liquor l) no pubs shall be held durine u ho c,aim lhey are ,osing profit 
Control Commission. the working week, by request of because of l,Suor sales on campus.

™ .. ... a number of residence students, transportation and servine
Thompson said this report 2) all pubs must conform to a set B) A special occasion8 re sale 

resulted from a meeting with the standard as enforced by NBLCC permit S l oh ! J
NBLCC representatives They had The are as follows; SyedTtheroomISlSime
been approached by local tavern A) It is understood that pubs are p y n the room at the time of 

this city who were a non-profit operation and sales 
concerned about losing profit in are to cover costs only. Costs 
their establishments because of the include the initial price of the beer 
liquor sales on campus. plus whatever cost it requires for
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1 i’students in residence. Off-campus students create 
another problem which Thompson 
said «was supposed to have been 

Dean Thompson has asked the solved by the building of the SUB. 
NBLCC for clarification of the However, “The best use of 
rules governing pubs. It was available space in the SUB was not 
expected the rules governing pubs, designed into the building for 
socials and lounges will be in effect off-campus students." 
at the beginning of January 1976. Thompson suggested the idea of

open lounges much like local 
Enforcement of these rules and taverns might resolve some of the 

regulations will be difficult and it is problems new facing off-campus 
expected that the dons, deans, students. The University of Alberta 
proctors and senior students will seems to have a good system with 
help enforce them, said Thompson, the Tanker Room which allows all 
He hoped there would be some kind students the use of the facility with 
of self enforcement by the students no door charge,
themselves and acknowledged that There is a lack of off-campus 
the problem of under age 5-inkers student movements here, which

makes it difficult for pressure to be 
applied to the administration to 

Asked whether campus security create lounges. In the opinion of 
would have any place in the Thompson, this has been one of the 
residences during a pub Thompson most important factors regarding 
stated that they would only be the lack of creating lounges, 
called if there is a problem with Dean of Women, Joy Kidd said in
off-campus students. the women’s residence the stu-

_ dents usually prefer to invite a
G) Rooms used for pubs must residence to a pub rather than 

meet fire and health regulations, general students. There is a 
and establish CP controls.

' •

A special committee on Alcohol
Barry Thompson, Dean of Stu-

UNBSjand
will be difficult to contre!.

owners in
the event. This is a present 
regulation with re-sale permits 
costing five dollars from the 
NBLCC. A special permit must be 
obtained from the NBLCC for each 
and every pub that is held.

C) No cover charge is permitted. 
Money may be not collected at the 
door but funds to cover cost of 
bands may be obtained from 
advance sales of tickets.

D) Age requirements must be 
enforced, minimum age of 19.

E) Pubs must be registered, with 
an appropriated residence office, 
the campus police, the university 
security, at least one week before 
the event. Thompson said it is our 
own way of controlling conflicts 
over the number of events 
scheduled.

F) Pubs that are registered must 
' satisfy the appropriate office that 
adequate controls have been 
provided. This a recommendation 
of the committee.
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UNBSJ and Ass 
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problem, however, with the control 
of under-age drinkers.

....... . There has been no request for the
events to be held in residences are creation of lounges in the women’s
socials, defined in the report as residence and Kidd said that she
private parties for guests and was not about to suggest them.
house members only. It is assumed The number of pubs held in the 
that a social has a theme, invited womens’ residence is less than in 
guests, decorations, entertainment the men’s residence because they 
and food. Items “A" through “F” are held in dining halls and that

permission form the house com- 
Concern for the number of under mittee is required before such an 

age students that are involved in event.
the residence system, Thompson Kidd did not see the new rules 
said there were about 75 to 100 regarding resident drinking as a
students in first year at the men’s problem in womens’ residence
residence. There’s very little that because most of them were always
can be done at present to provide followed.

It was never my intention 
to lean on the commercial

tically and horizontally to com
pensate for flaws within the 

aspect of our business in this bulb itself? While we're on the 
However, at several lamp, with Cibachrome taking 

recent public colour printing its place in the amateur dark- 
demonstrations a very blunt room the need for bright ef- 
question has been asked. "Why ficient illumination becomes 
is Durst equipment so much more important as this superb 
more expensive than other material is slower than pre
brands? " To fully appreciate sently existing colour printing 
the reasons for price difference paper. Thinking colour auto- 
we must refresh our under matically raises the question 
standing of the true function of a colourhead. Two of our 
of an enlarger. lower priced units do not ac

cept this, but all Durst en-

The second classification of
series.
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Dear Editor;

As a follow-tif 
published in the E 
Dec 75, could yoi 
the enclosed tw< 
Graham’s letter a 
to same.

Thanking you foi 
past and present.

Any enlarger performs one 
major function: that of taking lar9ers have a filter drawer as
a small negative or slide and standard equipment. Can you
magnifying it into a print of change negative formats quick -
the required size. This may ly and easily? Are accessory
be anything from album-size negative carriers and conden-
to a wall mural. Print quality sors available? Is the lens-
depends on efficiency of the mount standard? Do you need

a compact unit that disas
sembles easily? The "take-
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Yours truly,
Moe Latouche 
President, 
Pre-Medical and ! 
Society of the Ur 
Brunswick.

itsrslighting system and correct 
alignment of negative carrier ,,
and lens system. When these apart" unit for portability and 
two all-important components easy storage was created many 
function poorly the end result vears a9° by Durst, 
suffers. The question is, what 
do you look for to make sure 
that every possible enlarger 
benefit is working for you.
Notice that I use the word 
benefit, not feature. If you 
analyze a "feature" list, many 
of the facts listed mean no
thing at all when translated to 
terms of what they do to 
create a better enlargment.
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X æ FINAL TWO NIGHTS 
Ian. 16 & 17

‘HAPPY DOLLS’
9 pm -1 am

Free Matinee for Members SATURDAY 3 - 5 pm. 
with the HAPPY DOLLS
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jFirst, is the enlarger steady?
Is the column rigid enough to 
support the head steadily, and 
designed to allow turning of 
the head to project on a wall 
or even the floor when you
want a bigger print than can In a nutshell, look 
be done on the baseboard. Is enlarger designed with top 
the elevating mechanism firm quality printing in mind. Don't 
enough to permit easy raising be sidetracked by fancy design 
and lowering yet hold the head and"gimmicks". Fora preview 
in a fixed position during print- of the Durst enlarger family 
ing?Astothe lamphouse itself, drop me a line. My nine-step 
how is it constructed? On a Darkroom Chart will show 
Durst it will be either a one- V°u how easy it is to be a
piece casting or stamped rigid blow-up expert, and you'll also
metal. If the unit has bellows receive a brochure on dark- 
are they plate-riveted in place room accessories by the Pater - 
or only glued? Are the lamp- son people, who also believe 
house and mounting plate held that equipment should be de-
together securely? Is the neg- signed for use, not used for
ative carrier an integral part of their design, 
the lamphouse assuring perfect Mr. Darkroom, Braun Electric 
alignment with the light path? Canada Ltd., 3269 American 
Gan you adjust the lamp ver-
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